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NEW TOKEN SWAP
INSTRUCTIONS
For action after July 23, 2018.
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1. Introduction
This document is eligible for those users who weren’t able to complete the first
Token Swap (up to July 23rd). Following this document you will create an account
on the SophiaTX mainnet and link it with your existing account on the Ethereum
network.
It is recommended for users to perform the registration as soon as possible.
To successfully complete the Token Swap process, please follow the instructions
very carefully.
If you are not sure about any of the following steps, the SophiaTX Team is available
for help. Send us your questions to the SophiaTX Telegram group or send an email
to swap@sophiatx.com. One of our team members will respond as soon
as possible.
Important
Please note that you are unable to trade or use your SPHTX ERC-20 tokens if you
have not swapped them into the official SPHTX tokens.
Existing ERC-20 ETH Wallet
If you had your SPHTX ERC-20 tokens on an ETH wallet and you did not manage to
complete the first Token Swap on time, your SophiaTX account name was
automatically generated and is based on the first 20 characters of your
ETH account where your ERC-20 SPHTX Tokens were held, the username
is all lowercase. Example.
Exchange - Cobinhood
However, this Token Swap is also relevant for those cases where people held their
ERC-20 tokens on Cobinhood. For this situation we advise you to move your
ERC-20 SPHTX account balance to a private ERC-20 wallet and then follow the
procedure explained in this document.
Exchanges - KuCoin, Hotbit, Qryptos and Bit-Z
The token swap has been managed by these exchanges, please wait for further
instructions from those exchanges.
Other Cases
Every additional claim for the SPHTX ERC-20 tokens that were not in an ETH Wallet
during the snapshot are not present in the genesis file which was created using the
snapshot from July 23, 2018 23:59:59 CEST. These cases will be subject to
investigation, and the results will be posted publicly on Github.
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2. Prerequisites
In order to register your Public Key with your ETH Address you need to have the
following:
•
•

MyEtherWallet or Etherscan and MetaMask account.
An Ethereum wallet which has Ethereum funds available to pay the transaction
fees regulated by the Ethereum network.

3. Generate a new SPHTX keypair
(SophiaTX new wallet)
1. Visit the SPHTX keypair generator https://generator.sophiatx.com/.
Optionally for power users: clone this repository, build and open the generator
in your browser
2. Save the Generated keypair (saved on USB,printed on paper etc.) and store it for
later use

Important
Please keep your private key safe, save it on a USB or print on paper. SophiaTX
does not save the keys. They cannot be recovered or reset.
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4. Register the newly generated SPHTX
public key to your ETH wallet
Using MyEtherWallet
1. Copy the following contract address:

0x9Ec2b41007A09a2Bf8f06Fe0Faf2B80bA5480479

Important
Please note, there should not be any space in your smart contract address (It may
be copied with spaces in some browsers), check it carefully. Otherwise, it will be
identified as a mistake and the transaction will fail.
2. Paste the contract address into the “Contract Address” field on the
MyEtherWallet page.
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3. Open the following page. Copy the content from this page and paste it to the
ABI/JSON field on MyEtherWallet as shown in the picture below.

4. Once you have pasted the ABI / JSON code please click the “Access” button to
continue.
5. Under “Read / Write Contract”, please select “register” from the dropdown menu
as shown in the image below.

6. In the field named “pubKey” enter your (newly generated) SPHTX Public Key
that you created “Part 3”.
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7. Load your wallet using any one of the methods listed below. In the following
example we will use the “Keystore / JSON File” method.

8. As shown below, please enter the password associated with your wallet, and
then click the “Unlock” button to continue.

9. After unlocking your account, you will see the details you entered in step 6.
Please press the “WRITE” button to continue.

10. Set the “amount to send” as “0” and allow the wallet to suggest a Gas Limit. If it
does not auto populate, set it to 120000. If your transaction fails, increase the
“Gas Limit”. If you have sufficient Gas Limit and sufficient ETH on your account
to pay for the gas, please click ‘Generate Transaction’ button to proceed.
We recommend checking the actual ETH gas prices at:
https://ethgasstation.info/.
Important
Please make sure that the “Amount to Send” value is set to “0”. If you enter a value
greater than “0” you will transfer the value of Ethereum you have entered. This step
DOES NOT transfer your SPHTX ERC-20 to the new SophiaTX Blockchain account.
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11. Please check the details carefully. If you are confident, click “Yes, I am sure! Make
transaction” button to start the transaction process.

12. If everything is working correctly, a green bar and a link to your transaction on the
blockchain will appear at the bottom of the page.
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Using Ethercan
1. Unlock your MetaMask and select the relevant account.

2. Open the following Etherscan page.
3. Click on ‘Write Contract’ tab and then select the ‘Connect with Metamask’ link to
continue, as shown in picture below.

4. Make sure you are connected to the Main Etherum Network.
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5. In the field named “pubKey (string)” enter the SPHTX Public Key that you
generated in “Part 3”.

5. Click the “Write” button to continue.

6. In the MetaMask pop-up notification set the “Gas Price” to be any value greater
then 0, and then click the “Submit” button.
We recommend checking the actual ETH gas prices at:
https://ethgasstation.info/.

7. If everything is working correctly, a link “View your transaction” will appear next
to the “write” button.
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5. Confirmation check
Please carefully check the data you registered by doing the following:
1. Open this Etherscan page.
2. In the “addr (Address)” field, enter your ETH address that you used to do the
Token Swap.
3. Press the “Query” button.
4. The public key shown in the “string” field should match your own SPHTX
public key that you generated in “Part 3” and used for this
Token Swap process.
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6. Results of the Token Swap process
1. You have created your new public and private key for the SophiaTX Blockchain
(mainnet).
Please securely store them in a safe place as they are tied to your SophiaTX account
and SophiaTX has no access to the keys. They cannot be recovered
or reset. Keep your private key in a safe place such as on a USB or printed on paper.
2. You have registered your new SophiaTX public key against your existing
ETH account.
Important
If you had your SPHTX ERC-20 tokens on a private wallet when the snapshot was
taken on July 23rd 2018 23:59:59 CEST, the account name which you will use to
access the SophiaTX Wallet consists of the first 20 characters of your ETH
address, using only lowercase characters.
For Example:
ETH Address:

0x5E269EecACd2875d1714aE17728814e2DaC50CbD

SophiaTX Account Name: 0x5e269eecacd2875d17
First 20 characters (NO capital letters) of your ETH account
= Account name on SPHTX mainnet.

3. You have verified that you have registered your public key.
What Happens Next?
It can take up to 3 business days to process the newly registered accounts which
you created through the Token Swap. All successfully swapped users can find their
account name that has been linked to their ETH address on this GitHub Link.
For those who weren’t eligible for the Token Swap process, they will be listed
separately.
Additional Support
The SophiaTX Team is ready to help with any inquiries. If you have any issues with
this guide or need our support, please send a message on the
SophiaTX Telegram group or send an email to swap@sophiatx.com.
One of the team members will respond as soon as possible.
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